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CONFERENCES 

 
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 

Marisa Márquez (Marketing Director | Live Nation Spain) 

Has a long career and experience in marketing, communication and business development. She was 

an active part of the digital transformation of all areas in your professional experience. She’s 

graduated by the Universidad Complutense de Madrid in Media, Planning and Media Purchase. 

She has been playing an active role in several middle companies and has been, since 2016, 

Marketing Director of Live Nation Spain. 

 

SPEAKERS 

Anjos (Music Artists) 

Nélson and Sérgio Rosado did their best to make the old dream of singing together come true. In 

1999, the Anjos appeared on the Portuguese music scene and became a huge phenomenon of 

national popularity and sales with a huge exposure on television, radio, press and concerts 

throughout the country. In late 2018 and after the theme “Eterno”, which Sergio Rosado composed 

to dedicate to his wife in the middle of the church and whose video of the moment went viral 

running the world, the Anjos, at the request of many fans, decided to enter the studio again and 

record this theme that was 7 consecutive weeks in 1st place in the Top 25 of RFM. 2019 is then the 

celebration of the 20 years of career of this unique band that remains a huge success in the 

Portuguese music scene. 

 

António Severino (Vice-President/Director | Gavião Municipality & Beat Fest) 

He is a Food Engineer graduated from the Escola Superior Agrária do Instituto Politécnico de Beja 

and Vice-President of the Municipality of Gavião. In 2013 he assumed the vice-presidency of the 

Gavião Municipality, replacing and assisting the president in his absences and accumulating the 

direct responsibility of the areas of Culture, Sport, Youth, Associativism and Tourism, among others. 

He is responsible for the development of various cultural projects in the municipality, including the 

Beat Fest Festival, created in 2017. 

 

Carlos Pedro Pereira (Head of Brand & Sponsorships |Galp) 

With a Master degree in Marketing Management from ISCTE. Began his work in the world of 

advertising in 2000, when he joined the portuguese branch from the Leo Burnett’s multinational 

agency. Interestingly, the first account where he worked at the time was Galp Energia. Five years later, 

he joined the Portugal Telecom staff, as Marketing and Communication Manager of the brand 

USO. Among many other professional experiences, Carlos became the new Galp’s Head Of Brand 

and Sponsorship, taking over coordination of the brand’s management and sponsorships in the 

Marketing and Communication Department. 
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DJ Ride (DJ/Producer) 

He is many things. It's half of the Beatbombers with Stereossauro. He is the scratch world champion (2011 

and 2016). He holds six national champion titles. He is a DJ capable of rocking parties of any size. He is a 

sound designer and producer with several EP's and three albums on his resume, “Psychedelic 

Soundwaves”, “Turntable Food” and “Life in Loops”. He is a dedicated digger, as the Discos Perdidos 

documentary shows. He is a pioneer, a fact that can be justified, for example, with his show Pixel Trasher. 

Ride is really many things. But one is enough to define it as deeply and simply as possible: Ride is 

passionate about music. 

 

Francisco Rebelo (Guitar player / music producer Orelha Negra) 

He began his musical training at the Escola de Jazz do Hot Club in 1991 and, between 1999 and 

2003, worked as a sound technician and show producer at Galeria ZDB. He formed the Cool 

Hipnoise in 1995 and the Spaceboys in 2000. He has participated as a bassist in recordings and 

concerts with Aline Aline Frazão, Sam the Kid, Valete, Nástio Mosquito, Cacique 97, Micro Audio 

Waves, Mind da Gap, Boss AC, Rádio Macau, Bezegol, Nuno Rebelo, Black Company, among 

others. He has also produced several works in the advertising area at the Nascer do Som studio in 

Lisboa. 

 

Gil Belford (General Manager Iberia | Fever) 

Gil Belford, nascido em Lisboa, é atualmente o General Manager Iberia na Fever, a startup de 

descoberta de entretenimento. Na Fever, foi responsável pelo lançamento do mercado 

português e atualmente gerencia os mercados português e espanhol. Gil foi anteriormente COO 

no Hole19 e VP de Crescimento Global no gigante de tecnologia alimentar Zomato. 

 

Gil Correia (Creative Director & Head of Digital | MSTF Partners) 

He is Creative Director & Head of Digital at MSTF Partners, Portugal's most awarded agency, and is 

responsible for communicating festivals such as Neopop, Lisb-On, Meo Sudoeste, Meo Marés Vivas 

among many other clients. He is also a partner of the promoter and publisher of electronic music Bloop 

Recordings, a major driver of the afternoon performances phenomenon in Lisbon. 

 
Gonçalo Camacho (CEO | Summer Opening) 

Has 41 years old and was born in Funchal. He is CEO and Co-Founder of the Summer Opening 

festival, one of the biggest summer events in Madeira. 

 

Gonçalo Miranda (Artístic Director/DJ | Dreambeach Festival 

An overwhelming personality such as Gonçalo´s indisputably gives results. The Portuguese, 

nowadays settled in Ibiza, is a restless mind as he has proved during his career. During 8 years he 

has been the key behind great revulsion of Andalucia´s electronic scene from what was his base of 

operations, the capital of Seville. His partnership with this autonomous community is tight and 

productive. He became Creamfields Andalucia´s official DJ in 2009, and Dreambeach 

Villaricos´official DJ and artistic director from 2012 onwards. Dreambeach Villaricos has become 

one of the e most important festivals in Europe over the last years. This year he celebrates his 20th 
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anniversary in the industry by developing an extensive and solid tour under the concept of "20 Years 

Raving" which will lead him to perform at some of the best clubs in the world, showing that his ever-

rising career has no limits. 

 

Joaquín Costa (Co-founder | Casfid) 

Born in Alicante (Spain), is graduated in Telecommunications Engineering from the Instituto 

Politecnico de Valencia. He holds an MBA degree from the Universidad Europea. Throughout his 

career, he has worked in important multinational companies, in positions related to marketing and 

brand image. These works allowed him to know about live music industry. In 2014, Joaquin and his 

partner, Javier Juanes, founded CASFID, the global provider of technological services for all kinds of 

events. 

 

Luís Represas (Music Artist) 

He is a Portuguese music artist with a long career. He founded the band Trovante in 1973 together with 

João Gil, João Nuno Represas, Manuel Faria and Artur Costa, which later joined Fernando Júdice, 

José Martins and José Salgueiro. This was a reference group of portuguese popular music after April 

25th, and in which he remained a singer until its break up. The band broke up in 1992, and Luís Represas 

began a solo career. Currently has 14 albums edited individually, and perform throughout the 

country. 

 

Luís Soares (Int. Marketing Manager | Rock in Rio) 

Luís Soares is a creative and passionate Marketing professional currently working as International 

Marketing Manager at Rock in Rio Lisboa. He also serves as curator of the Digital Stage, a stage 

dedicated to digital influencers and online talents. Master in Events Marketing and Management 

from London Metropolitan University and Bachelor in Tourism, Leisure and Heritage, from the Faculty 

of Arts of the University of Coimbra. Prior to joining Rock in Rio, he worked for multinationals such as 

the United Talent Agency (one of the largest talent agencies in the world) as well as Sony 

Professional Europe and China Business Network. 

 

Manuel Osório (Director | Wine & Music Valley) 

Graduated in Management from the Universidade Portucalense, Manuel Osório also has an MBA 

in Strategic and Business Management, in addition to other types of training in which he has been 

investing throughout his career. At the beginning of his professional activity he was an accountant 

and TOC in several companies until 2018, when he became CEO of three companies: Castas e 

Pratos, Luxury Composition and Wine & Music Valley. This last one being the first wine-inspired music 

festival in the Douro region. 

 

Nathalie Costa (Clipping, Social Media, Planning & Audience Director | 

Mediamonitor) 

Holds a degree in Social Communication from the Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas, 

joining MediaMonitor in 2006 as PlanView Product Manager. In 2008 takes over the coordination of the 

Planning and Audience Department, and in 2010 is also involved in the area of sponsorship 

evaluation reports. In 2017, Nathalie became Director of the Planning and Audience Department and 

the Clipping Department and in 2018 she became also responsible for the Social Media Explorer 
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area. 

 

Paulo Silver (CEO | New Collective/ Revenge of the 90’s) 

Was born in Faro and lived in Portimão until he came of age and went to Évora to study Computer 

Engineering. Doesn’t finish the course and in the second year he decides to go to Lisbon to take a 

course in ACT. It is when he graduates that he starts working on television and chooses to settle 

down as an actor in Madrid, where he discovers the world of events. However, it is on a fortuitous 

trip to London that he discovered RebelBingo, an event that has impacted him to the point of 

taking him to Spain and turn it into a national phenomenon (with a tour of 22 Spanish cities). A year 

later, Lisbon and 12 other cities follow, eventually bringing this success to Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, 

Los Angeles, New York and Shanghai. While living in Brazil, New Sheet gained wings and took off in 

Lisbon, so he decided to return to Portugal where he created events such as Battle Royale, Push 

the Button, Rebell Village (one of the largest finalist trips in the country) and Revenge of the 90's 

where he is also one of the leading artists. 

 

Tiago Silva (Director | Festival Iminente) 

He began his academic career in Sports Management at Instituto Superior da Maia, but soon 

realized that the area that really interested him was the production of events, so he joined a course at 

Restart. Since then he's been all over the place. He was production assistant at Indie Lisboa and 

Everything is New, production manager and team leader, manager at Underdogs Art Store, studio 

director of Vhils in Hong Kong, among others. He currently teaches the Planning class at the Events 

Production Course at Etic and is director of the Festival Iminente. 

 

 

MODERATORS 

Catarina Canelas (Journalist | TVI/TVI24) 

TVI/TVI24 journalist and pivot and Invited Professor at Iscte-Iul. She won the Journalism awards of 

the Igreja Católica Portuguesa and the Associação Nacional de Municípios Portugueses in 2019 

and also the AMI Honorable Mention in 2016. She is the author of the book “A Hora da Partida”. 

 

Inês Faria (RTP – host) 

A young actress of 22 years. Most recently she ventured into the digital world, created a YouTube 

channel where he posts videos weekly and communicates with his audience every day through 

Instagram. He is also currently working as a reporter for RTP's Faz Faísca program. Fun, spontaneous 

and with a keen sense of humor, she loves to entertain her audience. She studied at the Escola 

Profissional de Teatro (Cascais) and has a degree in Relações Públicas e Comunicação 

Empresarial from the Escola Superior de Comunicação Social. 
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Inês Henriques (Radio Host | Vodafone FM) 

She met in the course of Social Communication in Coimbra, the Ecuador of the two hemispheres that 

compose her - Photography and Voice. She specialized in the first by attending Ar.Co in Lisboa and was 

discovering the second when she moved to Porto. It is still at this city that life presents her with a huge 

challenge and it is in overcoming it that her vocation presents to her - the Voice. Never leaving 

photography aside, but now with more knowledge of who she is, Inês returns in 2019 to Lisboa to join 

the Vodafone Fm family, reconnecting with music beyond the lens. 

 

Miguel Fernandes (Journalist | TSF) 

Miguel Fernandes lives the radio for over 30 years. He has been in TSF for almost 20 years as an host, 

coordinates the antenna and animates the afternoons. He edited the “Zona Pop” show, 

accompanies the main festivals and coordinates the “Concerto de Bolso” among other lines that 

make an information radio (with music) like TSF. 
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PITCHSTAGE 
 

SPEAKER 

Álvaro Montero (Creative Director | Tactile Pay) 

Biometric payments at events and major festivals 

He is a co-founding partner of Brazilian producer Loop Reclame, a company that has been working 

with music for 15 years. He is also artistic director of the publisher Loop Discos, which in the last year 

has grown by 200% in the number of artists in catalog. He is a DJ, curator of festivals such as Pepsi 

Twist Land, a radio broadcaster with years of experience on the programming board and host of 

the Local Tracks program on the largest radio network in southern Brazil. Santos signs the musical 

direction of the new Youtube Originals series with Whindersson Nunes, the second largest youtuber 

in Brazil. Currently lives in Portugal. 

 

Bruno Costa (Team | ANEBE) 

“Beba com cabeça” – The app that will help the attendees of events and festivals 

He studies Informatics Engineering in the Universidade Europeia and is a Security Analyst and a 

part-time Developer. As a Developer he is creating new websites involving python language and 

as a Security Analyst he is more focus in malware and traffic analysis. He was built multiple 

sandbox’s for malware, this way he can analyse the samples and then define a mitigation strategy. 

 

Bruno Silva (Team | ANEBE) 

“Beba com cabeça” – The app that will help the attendees of events and festivals 

É Professor Assistente, Chefe do Departamento de Tecnologia da Faculdade de Design, 

Tecnologia e Comunicação da Universidade Europeia. Tem também um PhD em Engenharia 

Informática pela Universidade da Beira Interior. É autor ou co-autor de vários artigos de 

conferências internacionais e publicações do International Journal. 

 

Diego Ferrón (Team | Cooltural Fest “Music for All”) 

Diversity and social inclusion in the music industry (case-study) 

Licenciado em Turismo pela Universidad de Almería. É Especialista em Gestão Empresarial da 

Música pelam Universidad de Valencia. Mestre em Marketing Digital e E-commerce. Director do 

Cooltural Fest – Music for All e B Side Festival. 

 

Eduardo Santos (Co-founder | Loop Reclame) 

Why independent Portuguese artists should be in Brazilian musical market? 

He is a co-founding partner of Brazilian producer Loop Reclame, a company that has been working 

with music for 15 years. He is also artistic director of the publisher Loop Discos, which in the last year 

has grown by 200% in the number of artists in catalog. He is a DJ, curator of festivals such as Pepsi 

Twist Land, a radio broadcaster with years of experience on the programming board and host of 

the Local Tracks program on the largest radio network in southern Brazil. Santos signs the musical 

direction of the new Youtube Originals series with Whindersson Nunes, the second largest youtuber 

in Brazil. Currently lives in Portugal. 
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Flávio Serpa (Director | A-MA) 

Booking: Methodology and planning as a secret of success nowadays. 

He’s the director of A-MA, graduated in Cultural Management and post-gradated in Management 

and Marketing from ISCTE-IUL. His work is mostly developed in specific areas, such as the production and 

agency of Artists in the national market. 

 

Gustavo Couto (Director | Copos Reutilizáveis by ArtCor Light) 

Reusable cups: A problem or a solution for the future of festivals? 

Responsible for the Reusable Cups in ArtCor Light. With the rise of the use of this article (Reusable 

Cups) in large festivals, ArtCor created its own department and named Gustavo Couto as its 

mentor, responsible for its management and implementation in the field. Pre-production, 

implementation, distribution, counts, ratios, dirty collections, washes, packaging, handling and 

storage. 

 

João Lopes (Founder | Bloq.it) 

Technology and automation: new technologies at festivals and events 

Founder and COO of Bloq.it, also giving his life an entrepreneurial attitude. 

 

João Vargas (Team | ANEBE) 

“Beba com cabeça” – The app that will help the attendees of events and festivals 

Graduated in Political Science from Universidade Nova de Lisboa, is General Officer of ANEBE - 

Associação Nacional de Empresas de Bebidas Espirituosas. He has been a researcher in Political 

Science at ISEG, ICS-UL and Universidade de Aveiro and consultant for several policy and 

innovation consulting firms. He was also deputy to the former General Officer of the Partido 

Socialista, having coordinated the conferences “Um Novo Rumo para Portugal”. 

 

Manuel Angel López (Music Lawyer | Sympathy for the Lawyer) 

Sympathy for the Lawyer - How to be legally protected as an artist or promoter, in Spain? 

Manuel Angel López is the founder of Sympathy for the Lawyer, a hyper-specialized law firm in the 

music industry. He has a degree from Universidad de Granada and is lawyer and managing partner 

at MYL Abogados & Asesores, SLP. At Sympathy for the Lawyer deals with all legal issues related to 

music, such as intellectual property, contracts, taxes, visas, employment. He also advises artists, 

festivals, agencies and publishers. 

 

Pablo Galindo (Team | Cooltural Fest “Music for All”) 

Diversity and social inclusion in the music industry (case-study) 

Pablo holds a doctorate in Sociology from the Universidad de Granada. Professor of Sociology at 

the Facultad de Ciencias de la Educación since 2000 (Universidad de Granada). Professor-Tutor in 

Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED), since 1997. Social researcher and trainer. 
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Ricardo Costa (Director | Copos Reutilizáveis by ArtCor Light) 

Reusable cups: A problem or a solution for the future of festivals? 

Born in 1976 is the CEO and founder of ArtCor Light. He has gained his know-how working in events 

since 1999, creating his own project in 2009 - ArtCor Light - Event Bar Service. In 2017, due to the 

new ecological needs, and the work developed in the biggest festivals, he also developed the 

project: Copos Reutilizáveis by ArtCor Light, being present in most festivals nationwide. 
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SCIENTIFIC PRESENTATIONS 
 

SPEAKER 

Francisca Castro Lousada (ESCS-IPL) 

The contribution of Music Festivals to nation-brand promotion 

Has a degree in Communication Sciences, postgraduation in Branding & Content Marketing and 

Master in Advertising and Marketing. Is currently Project Manager at Shift Thinkers (Branding and 

Brand Management agency). The interest and curiosity about the world of music and festivals led 

her to dedicate her master's thesis to the study of the contribution of music festivals to the 

promotion of the nation brand. 

 

Uriel Oliveira (Vice-president | Cision Portugal)  

“Maratona dos Festivais de Verão” – measurement of: clipping, audience and favorability analysis 

He specializes in media, business communication, marketing and public relations and has a degree in 

Business Communication. He has functions as vice-president of Cision in which coordinates the 

operations and business development of this company that is the global leader in providing 

services to communications and marketing professionals. He is also a postgraduate professor in 

Marketing, Advertising and Design for PME’s Universidade Fernando Pessoa, and regularly writes 

opinion articles for the Imagens de Marca website. He is co-author of the book Marketing Digital e E-

Commerce #2. 
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WORKSHOPS 
 

THEME 

 

Think, plan, prepare and run sustainable events 

João Meneses (General Secretary | BCSD Portugal)  

Graduated in Management he has held various management and leadership positions in the 

public and private sectors, as well as in the third sector. Among other duties, he was president of 

TESE, a very active NGOD in Portugal and the PALOP, coordinator of GABIP Mouraria in the Lisboa 

City Council, Secretary of State for Youth and Sport in the 21st Constitutional Government of 

Portugal and, most recently, general manager of an investment fund for business angels and an 

accelerator of Porto Business School (Universidade do Porto). He was also a guest professor at two 

Portuguese universities for about ten years. 

 

How to create a roster of artists that works collectively? 

Afonso Ferreira e Bernardo Miranda (Co-founders | Bridgetown) 

Bernardo Miranda and Afonso Ferreira are co-owners of Bridgetown, a community that brings 

together artists, producers, managers, visual and audiovisual artists and that make a mission: the 

development of the artistic environment in Portugal. The agency/publisher was founded in 2014 and 

is currently working on career management for artists such as Richie Campbell, Dengaz, Plutonio, 

Mishlawi, Dj Dadda, Luis Franco-Bastos or Pedro Teixeira da Mota. Determinant in the development 

of the promotion and marketing of artists in the digital age, Bridgetown is today one of the largest and 

most important agencies in the Portuguese music industry. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


